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It can be difficult for people to overcome their
hesitations about investing in Immersive Learning.
When deliberating over whether to implement Serious
Games or simulations, the most common reservations
expressed are:

It’s too expensive

It’s

hard to update

It’s too technical

It’s heavy to deploy
It can never be as effective as on-site training

etc.
However, Digital Learning has evolved and now
enables to create value-added projects that require less
time and cost.
Serious Factory shows you how…
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When considering
whether to create Digital Learning modules,
Serious Games or immersive simulators, decisionmakers all too often imagine long-term projects
involving a large number of contributors. This can,
of course, be true for projects requiring a high
level of expertise and development from scratch.
However, this postulate is less and less true.
Today, thanks to experience gained through
project developments in multiple sectors and an
industrialization of processes, delays have been
significantly reduced.

The time it takes to
develop Digital Learning devices depends in large
part on the technology used. Using an authoring
tool can greatly reduce development time only
if enough thought has been put into its userfriendliness and power. And this is why Serious
Factory has developed VTS EditorTM an authoring
tool specially designed for training courses that
lets designers create training simulators and
immersive Serious Games in real-time. With an
intuitive graphics editing mode based on block
settings (MCQs, Question-Response, settings,
avatars, scoring, statistics, etc.) VTS EditorTM
significantly reduces the time needed to develop
highly value-added modules.

Today, with R&D integrating the latest innovations (conversation engine, vocal synthesis,
etc.), instructional tools for simulations are developed much more quickly than before.
Consider the folowing example, « e-Schizophrenia », a Serious Game developed for Janssen
that re-creates a hospital environment where psychiatrists are faced to virtual patients
with schizophrenia. Serious Factory developed this game in a matter of weeks and it was
awarded the Bronze Medal at the “2015 Festival de la Communication Santé”.
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You must have already heard about the
medical Serious Game, “Pulse!!” developed in the
U.S. for the modest price of 10 million dollars.
This educational tool aimed at doctors is the
most expensive Serious Game in history. This
is an extreme example that does not accurately
reflect the reality of a market too often thought of
as only for large companies. For a long time, and
even today, some companies have purchased
e-learning modules based on their duration.
Because of this, many sales representatives hear
the question: “How much does it cost for a Digital
Learning module or a Serious Game for X amount
of minutes?” But today, this question should not
necessarily be in terms of time.

Owing to past experiences, the knowledge
acquired over the course of these productions
have been capitalized on and optimized so
as to avoid reinventing the wheel for every
project.
The cost of a Serious Game varies according to
different criteria:
Gameplay complexity
Level of interaction with avatars
3D modeling of virtual environments, etc.

From now on, we are no longer speaking of costs
around $100,000, but of two or three times less on
average for advanced, customizable immersive
Serious Games and training simulators.

In order to reduce the cost of development, Serious Factory has created Virtual Training Suite™,
a Serious Game engine that leverages tried and true gameplay methods and functions. This is
why we offer our VTS Editor authoring tool at the very reasonable price of €179/month with
a one-year subscription, or 1,790€ per year, which is the equivalent of a two-month discount.
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An 80% attention decrease after 10 minutes
of PowerPoint presentation! This figure issued
by a study on Blended-Learning clearly shows
the need to differently and more effectively
conduct company-training courses.
Instructional innovation is needed for a learner
to be actor of his training session. And research
proves this!
A number of means exists for learning and
acquiring knowledge (on-site training, e-learning
modules, Serious Games, MOOC, etc). However,
all these methods do not result in newly acquired
skills, which can only occur with regular, daily
practice.

»

The result: we essentially forget everything
weeks later! Take for example sales reps who
train themselves to learn new sales techniques.
Are they capable of executing the techniques
on the ground facing real clients? Innovation
consists here of proposing a training
simulator that places a sales force in front of
virtual clients in order to train in situations
nearly identical to those in their daily jobs.
In this context, Serious Factory has created a
Serious Game for one of the world’s three largest
telecommunications company that guarantees
the successful training of 500 sales reps in only
seven weeks.
The primary objective of immersive training:
To put theoretical knowledge into sustainable
and masterful practice.

According to one University of Colorado study on the impact of simulations and training
games, learners who had participated in game-based training sessions demonstrated higher
performance than those who underwent more traditional training sessions:

+14% on real, evaluated skills
+11% on training-acquired knowledge
+9% on retention of all presented content
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Several questions are often posed:
In most Digital Learning modules, notably those
developed with Flash, the instructional content
is very difficult to replace and it soon becomes
obsolete along with the knowledge it was made
to impart. The difficulties of updating content
are very real, especially when companies are
undergoing constant evolution.

How can existing content be used in
new contexts and formats?
What can we do about content that
becomes obsolete in ever changing
contexts?
Can a company address the past while

Companies often recycle Digital Learning content
from previous training courses. It is a challenge
to leverage this content and reintegrate, reuse it
and/or update it in new training packages.

preparing for the future?
In responding to the above challenges, companies
need to depend on solid and productive software.
Continual instructional innovations are those
that evolve, easily allowing the integration of
new training content without support becoming
obsolete.

Serious Factory’s authoring tool, VTS EditorTM, overcomes all these challenges through its
Serious Games and immersive simulators. You can not only re-cycle previous generation
content, but also easily update scenarios created by company offers where instructional
content evolves.
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Is immersive training specially
suited for teenagers and young adults? Many
people today enjoy video games. Companies
are aware of this and try to use games as an
educational and/or promotional tool to present
their products and values.
The use of games for professional contexts, also
called gamification, has been described as tools
that include “the process of using game thinking
and game mechanics to engage audiences and
solve problems” (Gabe Zichermann). Even if a
digital divide exists (which is also the case for
Digital Natives), the adaptation and effectiveness
of gamification depends more on the quality of
the training than the age of the participants.

Apart from the generational aspect, the key
factors of successful digital training are:
Relevant instructional content
Quality gameplay
Realistic scenarios that foster
operationality
Effective communication of training
objectives, etc.
Most companies are staffed by employees of
various generations. Must there be a conflict
between the digital natives and the older
generation? This is a real opportunity of exchange
and debates about transversal topics which
contribute to business development. Immersive
Learning can break down generational barriers
and bring together collaborators.

This belief is not confirmed by statistics. According to a 2015 study by GfK and SELL, the
average age of a player in France is 35 and they focus on player satisfaction. They conclude
that the entire population is interested in fun, engaging video games and their instructional
potential.
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Whether you are the course designer, training
consultant or an e-learning project manager,
it can be complicated to create and administer
Digital Learning content due to several technical
challenges.
Are the functions of my authoring tool sufficient?
Should I content myself with the features found
in my authoring tool? How can I go further with
games and analysis based on behavior? These
questions about Digital Learning and simulators
can reflect the impediments to creating these
types of instructional devices.

The course designer no longer needs to worry
about working in code or having other technical
expertise when creating modules or simulations
with high levels of interaction.
Today, this is especially true with the arrival of
new authoring software, more user-friendly
and easy-to-use, on the Digital Learning market.
The era of programmer-only development is
over! Today, creating training simulators is on
a whole new level with simplified access. In this
way, authoring tools help designers add value
to training programs and offer instructors more
flexibility in improving and updating content
– all for the benefit of the trainee.

Serious Factory’s authoring tool, VTS Editor™, is not just another gadget on the Digital
Learning market. This tool has been conceived to take into account design challenges and
facilitates creation thanks to its intuitive graphic editing mode. Developed with experts
on user-friendly software and instructional engineering, VTS Editor™ encourages working
with new types of interaction (unspoken communication, behavioral training, etc.) that
are now accessible to designers to help improving trainee skills.
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«What to do with
my e-learning modules developed with Flash?»
That question is haunting training services today;
especially as Google has announced that this
type of content would be blocked in the Chrome
browser by the end of 2016 (Apple had already
banned this technology of its mobile applications).
Now, HTML5 content will be emphasized and we
must admit it sounds the death knell of Flash. What
about the obsolescence of traditional e-Learning
programs? Using an authoring software can be
an answer to the problem of obsolescence by
giving a second life to your aging training courses
(revamping).

Indeed, in on-site training sessions, trainers
use more and more digital tablets to boost their
training and to propose new learning methods
to learners. Similarly, mobile learning, and rapid
learning are becoming increasingly popular
by offering new opportunities to train and
practice, anywhere and anytime, and limit
training costs for the company.
The development of new technologies also takes
a new turn with virtual reality headsets such as
the Oculus Rift. They represent a real opportunity
for the professional training world, with the
opportunity to immerse the learner closer to
their everyday work.

Companies have realized the challenges of having
training modules available on multiple platforms
to adapt to the learners new uses.

Serious Factory has proven otherwise by making several immersive training with the use of
virtual reality, such as a realistic immersive simulation in a Signaling Control to train to rail
traffic and traffic regulation.
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Create a Digital Learning
module or its simulator, that’s good, but make it
accessible to as many people as possible, it’s even
better! Ahead of an immersive training project, it
is necessary to raise the question of integration
in your LMS (Learning Management System). And
for that, SCORM is currently the most used on
the market.
But in fact, what is SCORM?
SCORM is a standard allowing to create
structured learning objects. In Digital Learning, a
SCORM package is a file directory corresponding
to a training module. It is hosted on a LMS and
ensures interoperability with content created in
the authoring tool.

Serious Factory made sure
of the interoperability between its authoring
software VTS EditorTM and current LMS platforms.
Indeed, simulators products are compatible
with many platforms (PC, Mac, Windows, HTML)
and meet the requirements of the LMS thanks to
the SCORM export native.

SCORM also allows to recover valuable data on
the LMS platform. Serious Factory exploits the
richness of this standard and can thus analyze
accurately the behavior of the learner in his
course, and trace his score on many skills for
better traceability.

Integration is an important issue that may discourage many companies. Therefore Serious
Factory has ensured that behavioral simulators generated with VTS EditorTM operates on all
media, and that its SCORM applications are compatible with LMS platforms on the market
today.
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Is Immersive Learning taking precedence over
on-site training sessions, sometimes considered
too expensive? It is clear that on-site training
is always favored by companies despite strong
growth of the e-Learning market in France,
almost 200 million euros in 2013 (Source
SkillRoad 2013 / Afinef 2014). The on-site training
is and always will be more effective for several
reasons: the experiences sharing, the use of case
studies, a detailed assessment...
With the reform of professional training in 2014
in France, the actors of the training world have
had to offer ever more qualitative programs. In
this context, innovative and digital trainings are
gaining ground in a perspective of long-term
efficiency.

The trainer’s role is changing considerably. He’s
now a guide throughout the training process,
and has new missions conferred upon him:
Assistance in the development of learning
objectives or skills development;
Advice in the choice of activities for
learners but also for managers;
Motivation and coaching interviews to
limit the dropout rate on distance training
materials;
A monitoring of the learner progress and
reorientation if necessary to appropriate
educational objectives or to certify, authorize,
qualify...

A real transformation takes place in favor of Blended Learning: the combination of onsite training and Digital Learning devices. The Immersive Learning thus appears as a
complementary solution which supports the on-site training throughout the training process.
Learners can now develop their skills and knowledge through distance learning modules at
any time and in any place.
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Immersive Learning can be
considered in different ways according to
existing business training programs and cause
ownership and usage issues. Indeed, according
to the maturity of the company in terms of digital
processing and its ability to integrate these
devices into the organizational environment,
Immersive Learning can be seen as a threat.
From the initial phase of reflection on an immersive
training project, internal obstacles have to be
taken into account and all stakeholders must be
integrated (managers, human resources, IT...) to
promote the adoption and use of this type
of device. Otherwise, learners will irreparably
question the effectiveness of the devices, for lack
of knowledge and involvement.

Is Immersive Learning simply
a tool to reduce training costs? Does deploying
internationally this type of devices represent an
insurmountable investment? These questions
are legitimate but Immersive Learning has an
advantage: it helps quickly training thousands
of people in remote geographical locations.
Isn’t the game worth the effort? Any company
that knows this situation can make of immersive
apprenticeship a support of knowledge and
expertise for their employees and thus provide
support to the networking of managerial practices.
Faced with these challenges, the Digital Learning
solution has to be easily integrable into the
company existing platforms. It must be easy to
use, bring concrete results and give learners the
opportunity to practice at any time, whenever
they want.

To address these issues, Serious Factory supports large companies in transforming their
customer relationships and their managerial practices. For example, Serious Factory has
created an immersive and interactive Serious Game to train the global managers of a large
construction group to develop a collaborative and participatory management culture within
the organization.
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Like any innovation, Immersive Learning brings his lot of preconceived ideas, doubts but also great
challenges to take up. Those benefits, we’ve seen it, are numerous and its adoption is becoming
widespread.
Companies have understood the benefit of working their employees’ skills in the long run, not just the
acquisition of knowledge. And Immersive Learning incidentally offers to place the learner as close as
possible to his professional reality to train on concrete cases.
But some myths persist still and always like so many beliefs that hinder the adoption of immersive
training devices (Serious Games, training simulators...). Serious Factory has tried to dispel your doubts
by offering sometimes simple, fast and efficient solutions, like the design of «simulation» type modules
with its authoring tool VTS EditorTM.
Others may prefer custom made modules with further customization. But again, thanks to its
expertise, Serious Factory offers reduced time and affordable costs, always with a goal of learners’
skills uphill.
Immersive Learning is now within the reach of all. Only remains for you to take the plunge for
impactful, relevant and effective training.
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About Serious F

Serious Factory is an editor of innovative educational solutions for professional training to help companies
transform their customer relationships and their managerial practices. Thanks to its expertise in
instructional design and Gamification, Serious Factory addresses the all of an efficient training program:
knowledge acquisition (Digital Learning modules, Serious Games, Blended-Learning...), skills acquisition
(works practices, behavioral simulator...), update of contents and everyday skills tracking.
In collaboration with the best experts in their field, from aerospace to medical, Serious Factory develops
immersive 3D worlds and impactful educational and technical scenarios, designed for users.
By developing until now customized solutions for its customers, the editor distinguish itself today on
the e-Learning market by offering its autoring tool VTS EditorTM, the only solution that enables to design
your own training simulators in a simple, intuitive and entertaining way.
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Marketing Cont

Guillaume RUZZU, Marketing and Communication Manager
Tel. : +33 (0)1.70.71.98.43
Mail : marketing@seriousfactory.com
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Did you find the

10

references
to the digital
world
that have sneaked
on the front cover?
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